Custom Cornhole Board:
Full Size Star Series

Total graphic area: 24" x 48"
Net area: 23.75" x 47.625"
Total area of the hole: 6".

Please be sure to include the bleed around the perimeter (note the outside dotted line on template).
Keep critical elements inside the safe area. Any elements outside of this safe area may be cropped due to slight production and material variances. Design elements inside the total area of the hole will not be shown. Please keep them outside of the 6" dotted circle.

General Artwork Guidelines:

- Resolution must be 290 ppi
- Do not scale artboard
- Background color/image must bleed to edge
- No solid color backgrounds, must have a texture
- ACA cannot match a specify color code. Color is subject to change due to digitally printing to a wood grain surface.
- Do NOT place a white circle for the hole area in the final artwork file
- We do NOT print copyrighted logos or images